PART I

Foundations of Polycentric Governance in Cyberspace

The Internet is the first thing that humanity has built that humanity doesn’t understand, the largest experiment in anarchy that we have ever had.

– Google Chairman Eric Schmidt
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Defining the Cyber Threat in Internet Governance

For any complex sociotechnical system, especially one that touches as many people as the Internet, control takes the form of institutions, not commands.

– Syracuse Professor Milton Mueller

Architecture is politics.

– Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) co-founder Mitchell Kapor

Cyber attacks seem to be proliferating in numbers, sophistication, and severity just as our means of managing them more effectively is fracturing. This is partially because ideological divides over Internet governance are generating political, economic, and governance challenges as well as opportunities for experimenting with novel regulatory frameworks. Finding solutions to cybersecurity challenges requires collaboration between technical communities, the private sector, governments, and


4 The term “Internet governance” has been defined in many ways depending on politics, ideology, and economic considerations. In the U.S. context, the term has come to mean the customary management practices developed predominantly by private actors that control much of the Internet’s functionality. A leading Chinese information security law scholar, though, has described the U.S. approach as nonsensical. Indeed, some nations, including China, prefer a 2005 UN definition of Internet governance as “the development and application by Governments, the private sector and civil society, in their respective roles, of shared principles, norms, rules, decision-making procedures, and programmes that shape the evolution and use of the Internet.” World Summit on the Information Society, Geneva 2003-Tunis 2005, Rep. from the Working Group on Internet Governance, at 10, WSIS-II/PG-3/DOC/5-E (Aug. 3, 2005), http://www.itu.int/wsis/documents/doc_multi.asp?lang=en&%id=16950. Other formulations, such as Professor Yochai Benkler’s approach discussed in Chapter 3, consider Internet governance as being comprised of distinct layers. See Yochai Benkler, From Consumers to Users: Shifting the Deeper Structure of Regulation Toward Sustainable Commons and User Access, 52 Fed. Comm. L.J. 561, 562 (2000). The term is used here consistent with the UN approach but paying special note to the tenants
intergovernmental organizations, but fostering cooperation between these stakeholders can be difficult. Public-private partnerships, for example, try but often fail to bridge sectoral divides,\(^5\) as is discussed in Chapter 5. Worst-case scenario cyber attacks could force these diverse groups over the elusive tipping point into a coordinated response, but that could come too late, if at all.

Although the Internet was originally managed by only a handful of researchers, today, thousands of entities – including companies, organizations, and governments – have a stake in regulating cyberspace, together forming a “regime complex,” which is defined by Professors Kal Raustiala and David Victor as “a collective of partially overlapping and nonhierarchical regimes.”\(^6\) This complexity can make addressing questions of governance, such as whether a new cybercrime treaty is necessary, more difficult.\(^7\) It also provides an opportunity to take, in the words of Robert Knake, director at Good Harbor Consulting, “a networked and distributed approach to a networked and distributed problem.”\(^8\) The issue of cybersecurity is increasingly driving debates about Internet governance. Being among the most important and difficult issues in this field, promoting cybersecurity is a crucial test for the emerging cyber regime complex.\(^9\)

This chapter begins by analyzing the multifaceted cyber threat and examining why current paradigms are not working to effectively manage vulnerabilities. As we will see, technical decisions that have catalyzed the Internet’s explosive growth have also made it susceptible to attack. However, some aspects of Internet governance that work relatively well may provide insights into better managing cyber attacks. Making this case requires analyzing the emergence of the Internet and its evolving governance structures, focusing on the Internet address and communications systems and the two distinct organizations that manage them. The chapter concludes with a discussion of how the cyber threat may be better conceptualized within a polycentric framework.

of polycentric governance especially the importance of bottom-up multi-stakeholder governance in promoting cybersecurity.  


\(^7\) See Robert K. Knake, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, INTERNET GOVERNANCE IN AN AGE OF CYBER INSECURITY 3 (2010), http://cfr.org/content/publications/attachments/Cybersecurity_CSRp5.pdf (discussing the interplay between Internet governance and addressing cybersecurity challenges).

\(^8\) Id.

\(^9\) See Daniel H. Cole, FROM GLOBAL TO POLYCENTRIC CLIMATE GOVERNANCE, 2 CLIMATE L. 395, 412 (2011) (arguing that certain “regime complex[es]” are analogous to polycentric governance).
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On February 2, 2012, former FBI Director Robert Mueller told a U.S. House Committee, “[T]he cyber threat will equal or surpass the threat from counter terrorism in the foreseeable future.” The elements comprising the cyber threat are complex. In brief, they include the following facts: (1) governance gaps hamper efforts to collaboratively manage cyber attacks, (2) integrated cyberspace in an age of advancing national sovereignty online makes crafting tailored responses to specific threats difficult, (3) multiple attack vectors and technical vulnerabilities complicate policymaking, (4) vying national approaches to enhancing cybersecurity can impede multilateral cooperation to secure critical infrastructure, (5) the evolving cyber threat to the private sector coupled with a lagging regulatory environment has made the uptake of best practices haphazard, (6) latent legal ambiguities make it more difficult to enhance accountability and prosecute attackers, and (7) multipolar politics and the prevailing “status quo of strategic ambiguity” hinder international cyber regulation. These topics, among others, are analyzed in each respective chapter of this book. It is because cyber attacks take advantage of a range of vulnerabilities at multiple scales that managing them effectively has proven to be so challenging.

Cyber attackers are taking advantage of the fact that no system is secure in the absolute sense. It is possible to covertly raid and damage even the most protected computer networks for those with the will, resources, and patience to commit such acts. Cybersecurity is a continuum in which risk can be better managed, but not eliminated. This is a fact that engineers have long recognized. For example, back in 1991, when computer scientist Phil Zimmermann wrote a program that encrypts email, he called it PGP, or “Pretty Good Privacy.” Chris Palmer, a software security engineer at Google and former technology director at the Electronic Frontier Foundation, has said that this acronym is a bit of engineering humor, but it also says something about what kind of privacy or security is possible online.

Technical vulnerabilities, however, are only part of the story of the cyber threat. Other confounding variables include the fact that the applicable international law is
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often ambiguous or nonbinding, and that businesses and regulators must keep pace with advancing technology that is continually changing the cyber threat matrix.15 Developments in cybersecurity and data monitoring are also allowing for increased national regulation and censorship of the Internet.16 This trend toward Internet sovereignty is complicating efforts at enhancing cybersecurity and clarifying governance, as is explored in Chapter 2.17 To meet the diverse elements of the cyber threat, many commentators have moved from a one-size-fits-all approach to a tiered model, parsing out cyber attacks based on motive and means into the categories of cyber war, crime, espionage, and terrorism introduced in the Preface.18 These categories help define policy responses to cyber incidents, but as we will see, problems of overlap and attribution – among other challenges – curtail their utility.19

Cyber War

The term “cyber war” takes on different meanings dependent on context. It is known as “informationalized warfare” in China.20 From a U.S. military perspective,


17 See KNake, supra note 7, at 5 (explaining that the Internet was deliberately designed to be run without a centralized operator). The term “Internet sovereignty” as used here refers to the growing state-centric approach to both Internet governance and cybersecurity. For one iteration of the Chinese perspective on this topic, see White Paper Explains Internet Sovereignty,People’s Daily (June 9, 2010), http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/200001/92776/92759/7033850.html (defining Internet sovereignty in terms of requiring “foreign IT companies operating in China . . . [to] abide by China’s laws and [be] subject to Beijing’s oversight.”)


19 For an analysis of the applicable legal challenges, see David P. Fidler, Inter Arma Silent Leges Redux? The Law of Armed Conflict and Cyber-Conflict, in CYBERSPACE AND NATIONAL SECURITY: THREATS, OPPORTUNITIES, AND POWER IN A VIRTUAL WORLD 71, 72 (Derek S. Reveton ed., 2011) (arguing that issues of attribution, application, accountability, and assessment contribute to the challenge of applying the law of armed conflict to cyberspace).

cyber war falls under “information operations,”21 which includes computer network defense and exploitation involving the offensive and defensive use of IT to protect critical national infrastructure and eliminate cyber threats to DOD systems.22 The specific doctrine of cyber war is a classified and evolving topic in U.S. defense circles, but the “[p]revailing military doctrine calls for . . . U.S. dominance” across all “domains of warfare,” including cyberspace.23 This entails the U.S. military having “freedom of access to and use of” cyberspace while denying that freedom to adversaries.24

There has not yet been a genuine cyber war as this would likely require that a cyber attack be the equivalent of an armed attack,25 as is discussed in Chapter 6. “Cyber warfare,” then, is often used as a catchall term that does not explain cyber attacks in general, just as the term “cyber attack” has come into common usage, but should not be confused with an “armed attack” activating the law of armed conflict.26 Indeed, a war framework is inappropriate for managing the vast majority of cyber incidents, including cyber espionage and cybercrime, although we may well be entering a new era of cyber conflict, as is explored in Chapter 4. In this new era, the list of cyber powers continues to lengthen even as non-state actors – including commercial entities, terrorist groups, and organized crime – become more active. Some of these entities are being sponsored by states, further complicating the regulatory picture. This makes drawing the line between cyber war, espionage, crime, and terrorism all the more imperative, and difficult.

Cyber Espionage

Cyber espionage, what some term “computer network exploitation,”27 comes in many forms but may be understood here as “operations conducted through the use of computer networks to gather data from target or adversary automated information systems.”28

27 National Academies, supra note 23, at 161.
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systems or networks. . ."\(^{28}\) General Michael Hayden has argued that many cyber attacks that governments regularly experience are not cyber war: "That’s exploitation. That’s espionage. States do that all the time."\(^{29}\) The relative ease of using cyber attacks as a tool for espionage, however, does change the equation somewhat. As one senior U.S. military official has explained: “A spy might once have been able to take out a few books’ worth of material . . . [but] now they take the whole library. And if you restock the shelves, they will steal it again.”\(^{30}\)

To understand the power of cyber espionage, consider the case of FBI double agent Robert Philip Hanssen. Over a period of twenty-two years from 1979 to 2001, Hanssen stole thousands of classified documents on everything from cryptology to U.S. strategies for surviving a nuclear attack and passed it along to the Soviet Union for payment.\(^{31}\) For his treason, Hanssen was sentenced to life in prison without possibility of parole at a federal super-maximum security prison.\(^{32}\) At the time, the FBI called Hanssen’s actions "possibly the worst intelligence disaster in U.S. history . . ."\(^{33}\)

Now consider “that between August 2007 and August 2009, 71 government agencies, contractors, universities, and think tanks with connections to the U.S. military [were reportedly] penetrated by foreign hackers, in some cases multiple times.”\(^{34}\) The DOD has admitted to losing some 24,000 files to cyber espionage.\(^{35}\) It is impossible to calculate the quantity or value of information that has been compromised drawing from publicly available sources, but it is safe to assume that together these attacks likely dwarf the damage that Hanssen did for more than two decades.\(^{36}\) Nevertheless, the spies responsible for these incidents are usually not being punished by life in prison. To highlight some of the difficulties facing prosecutors, consider the case of Hanjuan Jin, a former Motorola employee who was found at Chicago

---

\(^{28}\) Id.; see also Irving Lachow, Cyber Terrorism: Menace or Myth?, in CYBERPOWER AND NATIONAL SECURITY 437, 440 (F. D. Kramer, S. H. Starr & Larry Wentz eds., 2009) (analyzing the terrorist use of cyberspace).


\(^{30}\) Cyberwar: War in the Fifth Domain, Economist (July 1, 2010), http://www.economist.com/node/16478792 [hereinafter Cyberwar].


O’Hare International Airport with more than 1,000 proprietary documents from her employer and a one-way ticket to China. Eventually, Jin was found guilty of trade secrets theft and sentenced to four years in federal prison, but she was found not guilty of economic espionage due to the high evidentiary burden of proof required.

The U.S. government, though, has begun to assert fault with greater certainty in several cyber espionage cases, highlighting in particular the activities of Chinese and Russian spying campaigns. In early 2013, the Obama administration implemented new policies and countermeasures in response to the ongoing theft of trade secrets that includes heightened diplomatic engagement. It is currently unclear what will result from these actions, but the fact that they are happening indicates an altered U.S. perspective on the seriousness of cyber espionage and its impact on geopolitics. Reports by cybersecurity firms such as Mandiant have also further solidified perceptions of the Chinese state-sponsored espionage campaign, such as the activities of People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Unit 61398. Eric Schmidt of Google has similarly called China, “the most sophisticated and prolific ‘hacker of foreign companies[,]” even as attribution difficulties cloud such conclusions. Indeed, China is often used as a scapegoat for cyber espionage given the extent to which cyber attacks are routed through porous Chinese systems.

Chinese officials have likewise accused the United States of cyber espionage – accusations that have been given added weight by former NSA contractor Edward

[2] Id. (reporting that the judge “found by a preponderance of the evidence” that “Jin ‘was willing to betray her naturalized country’ . . . . ”).
[6] Cybercrime: Smoking Gun, ECONOMIST, Feb. 23, 2013, at 43 (reporting on the extent of state-sponsored cyber espionage, noting deficiencies in the attribution methodology of the 2013 Mandiant report, and noting that the likes of Iran, Russia, Bulgaria, and Romania “deserve to join China on cybercrime’s most-wanted list.”).
Snowden’s revelations.\textsuperscript{44} U.S. ambitions of stewarding global efforts to enhance cybersecurity and stay the course on Internet governance suffered a serious setback after the extent of NSA hacking became better known.\textsuperscript{45} Brazilian President Dilma Roussef canceled a state visit to the United States in response to reports that the NSA had spied on both her and Brazil’s national oil company, Petrobras.\textsuperscript{46} This has lead to an “unusual alliance” between President Roussef and the president of the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, discussed later in this chapter, to “spearhead a push for new initiatives in Internet governance[,]” showcasing the extent to which cybersecurity and Internet governance are linked.\textsuperscript{47} In addition, President Roussef’s implied concern that the U.S. intelligence program “might have been used to steal trade secrets”\textsuperscript{48} has also been voiced by corporate managers in Germany after learning that the NSA had eavesdropped on German Chancellor Angela Merkel.\textsuperscript{49} A 2013 Ernst & Young survey of German companies concluded that “the US now poses almost as big a risk as China when it comes to industrial espionage and data theft . . . “.\textsuperscript{50} Even though none of the leaked reports provide definitive evidence to confirm the claim that the U.S. government has forwarded stolen trade secrets to U.S. businesses,\textsuperscript{51} the damage to U.S. credibility is clear.\textsuperscript{52} At least in the short term, the furor over the NSA revelations has forced


\textsuperscript{45} Geoff Dyer & Richard Waters, US Admits Surveillance on Foreign Governments ’Reached Too Far’ , Fin. TIMES (Nov. 1, 2013), http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/e02849e4-4257-11e3-9d3e-00144feabdc0.html#axzz2qzqsFKwy (“US credibility as a neutral steward of the internet has been severely damaged by the NSA revelations,’ said Milton Mueller, professor at Syracuse University school of information studies.”).

\textsuperscript{46} See Brazilian President Dilma Roussef Calls Off US Trip, BBC (Sept. 17, 2013), http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-latin-america-24173660.


\textsuperscript{50} Id.

\textsuperscript{51} Id. (“In all the documentation leaked by Mr Snowden, there has, however, been no evidence to date that the US has passed on foreign companies’ trade secrets to its own companies.”). Cf. James Glanz & Andrew W. Lehren, N.S.A. Draginet Included Allies, Aid Groups and Business Elite, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 20, 2013), http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/21/world/nas-draginet-included-allies-aid-groups-and-business-elite.html (reporting that a spokesperson for the NSA, while denying that the agency relayed trade secrets to U.S. companies, stressed that the United States had national security reasons for gathering economic intelligence).

\textsuperscript{52} See Harry Farrell & Martha Finnemore, The End of Hypocrisy, FOREIGN AFF. (Nov.-Dec. 2013), at 22–23 (“When these deeds turn out to clash with the government’s public rhetoric, . . . it becomes harder for the U.S. allies to overlook Washington’s covert behavior and easier for U.S. adversaries to justify their own.”).